APPLICATION for SANCTIONED EARTHDOG or HERDING EVENT

Application Fee = $15

NAME of CLUB ________________________________________  DATE of EVENT_______________

SITE [Location] _______________________________________________________________________
(Facility, Directions, City, State)

TEST/TRIAL SECRETARY ____________________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________________________________

Telephone ____________________________  Email _______________________________

EVENT TYPE:   EARTHDOG TEST __
HERDING TEST __
HERDING TRIAL __

Judges:

Name _____________  Address ____________________________________________________

Name _____________  Address ____________________________________________________

Please List Club Officers:

President          ______________________________ Address  ___________________________________________________
Vice-President ______________________________ Address _________________________________________________
Secretary         _______________________________ Address  ___________________________________________________
Treasurer         ______________________________   Address ___________________________________________________

SIGNATURE of CLUB OFFICER (required)

ED/Herdig Sanction (08/09)
REQUIREMENTS FOR SANCTIONED EVENTS

There are two types of Sanctioned Events: Informal Sanctioned Tests/Trials [Plan B], and Qualifying Sanctioned Tests/Trials [Plan A].

An Informal Sanctioned Test/Trial [Plan B] is one at which dogs compete, but not for championship points or titles, held by a club by applying for, and obtaining, the Sanction of The American Kennel Club. Results and/or reports of these tests/trials are not required to be filed with the AKC.

Qualifying Sanctioned Tests/Trials [Plan A] are formal events at which no titles or points are awarded, and are conducted as if they were licensed events. In order for a club to be eligible to apply for its first licensed test/trial, it is required to hold a minimum of two Qualifying Sanctioned events at least 6 months apart. For this type of event it is necessary, after approval of the dates and judges, to submit a copy of the premium list and entry form, which the club must prepare following the same format of those used for licensed events. At the conclusion of the judging, the club shall provide the judge with a book containing a page for each class judged with full particulars of all dogs that qualified. The judge shall sign each page indicating approval of the awards. The event secretary shall also sign each page certifying to the judges signatures, and to the number of starters in the class, and shall file said judges book, together with all original entry forms for each dog, and complete report of said test/trial (the inside cover of judges book) with The American Kennel Club within seven (7) days after conclusion of the event. Judges books are automatically furnished to the club after their application for a Qualifying test/trial has been approved.